"THESEUM" EAST FRIEZE
COLOR TRACES AND ATTACHMENT CUTTINGS
(PLATES
T

89-100)

rHE FOLLOWINGTEXT is a transcriptionof observationsenteredby the writer

at the request of Homer A. Thompson in the Agora notebook for Section KK,
pp. 2247-2287 in 1953. The cleaning of the east frieze undertakenunder the directionof
Alison Frantz1 removed by cautious mechanical means the heavy blackish brown patina
that virtually coveredthe sculpturesof the east frieze and in the processbrought to light a
number of traces of color that had not previouslybeen visible because they were concealed
under the patina. It also showed up some drill holes for metal attachmentsnot noted by
Bruno Sauer (Das sogenannte Theseion und sein plastischer Schmuck, Leipzig 1899) and

permitted a more accurate observationof some technical points that had been previously
noted. Comments not included in the notebooktext are given here in square brackets([]).
Many colortracesand a few of the attachmentholes recordedhere were no longerpresentto
be noted by J. D6rig, Lafrise est de l'Hephaisteion,Mainz am Rhein 1985, in his recordof
observationsmade in 1974 during a campaignof cleaning and photographycarriedout by
the Fotothekof the German ArchaeologicalInstitute in Athens. These are indicatedby an
asterisk (*). For this reason and especially because recent studies concerned with the
conservationof ancient marble buildings have raised questions about the nature of their
patinas and the relationshipof these to colors applied to the surfacesin antiquity, it seems
desirableto publish the Agora notebookaccountverbatimas follows:
Color

The colors observedwere blue, red and green. [No samples were taken for testing, but
the colorsappearedto be the same as those found on architectureof the classicalperiod.]Of
these the blue, which was the colorof the background,was by far the most frequentlyfound,
survivingin the crevicesbetween the figures and the backgroundespeciallyalong the upper
edges of figureswhere the original paint may have collectedwhile still wet to form a thicker
depositthan elsewhere. Blue was occasionallyfound along the line ofjunction of figuresand
background,also in protectedplaces in the lower parts of the figures, but never on open
stretchesof the backgrounditself.
Red survived in two places (figures 15 and 20), again along the edges of the colored
areas.
A bright emerald green, of a thick consistencylike the blue, was found adhering to
depressionsin the rockson which the divinitiesof Slab V are seatedand, difficultto explain,
between the drapery and backgroundof figure 24. [In the notebook I later appended a
footnotesuggestingthat this green might representa deteriorationof the backgroundblue,
1 See Alison Frantz, "The Hephaisteion Revisited,"Archaeology7, 1954, pp. 244-248; H. A. Thompson,
Hesperia 24, 1955, pp. 65-66.
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but I now realize that this is impossible.The green colorsometimesobservedon figuresthat
were once blue is not the result of deteriorationof the original pigmentover a long periodof
time but of deteriorationcausedby a materialapplied after excavationwith the intentionof
preservingthe color.2Figure by figure the traces of color are as follows:
(P1.89)
A fleck of blue* under the lower edge of the shield. Flecks of blue* of some size
(3-5 mm.) on the invisible rough back edge of the chlamysnext to the background.
2 Blue under lower edge of chiton next to left knee.
3 A heavy gob of blue* in the seconddrill-pocketof the undercuttingbehind the head
and traces of same* on adjacentsurface of the head. Traces of blue* also beside
right arm next to the shield of figure 2 and beside right flank.
4 Heavy flakes of blue* between background and attachment of head. Thinner
traces* along edge of cloakjust back of the neck. One small trace*just abovetip of
cloak.
5 A few tiny flecksof blue* on surfaceof body next to backgroundbehind right hip.
SLABII (P1. 90)
Color only on:
9 Blue* along backline of helmet plume at level of back and on the plume itself at the
lower end where it was not visible and the color was carelessly applied. Larger
spots* in front of plume between backgroundand back of neck. A little between
backgroundand rim of shield in front of left shoulder,* behind left knee,* and
under crotch.*

SLABI

1

SLABIII (P1. 91)

Color only on:
10 A trace of blue* under crookof right knee.
SLABIV (P1. 92)
15 Red* from draperyon left leg below crotchand a little* on adjacentdrapery.Blue
under left wrist.
16 Blue* between fingerof right hand and backgroundand flecksof blue* along upper
edge of right forearm.
19 Between stone and under side of right wrist a reddishstain* which may be only rust
but looks like color.
SLABV (P1. 93)
20 Flecks of bright red* on front and back edges of shield strap next to arm. Flecks of
blue* along upper rim of shield.
2 This has recently been dramatically illustrated by the comparisonof two joining portions of a white
marble statue of Thuthmosis III from Deir el Bahari, one found in 1907 and now in the MetropolitanMuseum of Art in New York (M.M.A. 07.230.3), the other found in 1964/65 and now in the Cairo Museum
(Egyptian Museum JE 90237 [Excav. no. 78231]). The New Yorkpiece has the dark greenishcolorfound on
many of the poros sculpturesfrom the Acropolisof Athens in their present state;the Cairo piece has the customarybright Egyptianblue colorwhich is also the colorof the blue foundon the Theseum sculptures.I thank
Christine Lilyquist for explaining this to me. A bright, unaltered blue was found on a poros lion-and-bull
group from the Agora (Harrison, Agora XI, pp. 33-36, no. 95).
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21 Heavy gobs of blue* between shield and backgroundbehind (proper) right side of
neck.
22 Green* on groundalong lower edge of rock footstool.
24 Green* between drapery and backgroundnext to torso in front of figure, also in
heavy-spots*in upper hollows of rock seat in back. Tiny flecksof blue* alongjunction of back and himationwith backgroundin centerof back.
SLABVI (P1. 94)

25 Fairly heavy traces of blue between torso and backgroundalong the (proper)right
side of the figure [notedby D6rig, p. 59].
27 Blue* in drill undercutting between backgroundand the arm of the preceding
figure resting on the shouldersof 27.
28 A fairly heavy gob of blue* between calf of right leg and background.[Dorig notes
traces of ochre on the chlamys,p. 64.]
[29 Dorig notes traces of ochre in folds of chiton over buttocks,p. 65.]
Attachmentcuttings, etc.
Many of the figures of the east frieze had weapons or other attributesadded in metal
and most often attached by means of holes drilled into the figures themselves or into the
adjacentbackground.There are also a number of instances of parts added separately in
marble, sometimesattachedby metal dowels and sometimesonly glued in with stucco.The
drill was used freely in the carvingof the sculpturesthemselvesfor undercuttingfigures in
order to make them stand out against the backgroundor against adjacentfigures. It is not
possible in every case to decide whether a given hole servedfor an attachmentor is simply
the remainsof such undercutting.In some cases it may even have been both. Such borderline
cases are mentioned below along with the certain attachmentcuttings. A large drill that
leaves a hole ca. 1 cm. in diameter was a favorite for separating figures from the background.It is also used in holes for attachingobjectsto the backgroundand (in shallow holes)
for the depressioninto which the penis of the nude facing figures was regularly fastened
with stucco. Smaller drills leaving holes 4 mm. to 7 mm. in diameterwere used, either in
single holes or groups of holes, for the fastening of the metal attributesto the figures. This
size was also used in the cutting of draperyfurrows,the ends of which sometimesappear as
deep holes. The cuttings for attachmentof marble were generally made by drilling several
holes and cutting out the marble between with the chisel.
The following notes on holes and cuttings are unbiassedto the extent that the observer
has no individual interpretationof the reliefs, but are undoubtedlyinfluencedby the fact
that Sauer'sdescriptionwas used as a guide to observation.
SLABI (P1. 89)

1

Warriorin chlamyswalking right.
a Drill hole in shoulderfor pin of chlamys-diam. 4 mm., depth 4 mm.
b A tiny hole in surface of shield below left arm about 11/2cm. from the bodydiam. 21/2mm., depth 8 mm.
c Another of 21/2mm. diam., depth 5 mm. as preserved,in the brokenfront surface of the attachmentof the head, ca. 1 cm. from the backgroundat level of
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bottomof moulding;directionof hole: S. This may simply be a sculpture-hole
that went too deep.
2 Warriorin chiton, stridingright.
a Heavy bronze pin embeddedin lead in right hip. Diam. of metal preservedca.
1 cm. Pin seems bent back fromhole, in which it seemsto have slantedforward.
Used by Sauer for spear.
b Drill-hole in centerfront at waist, diam. 6 mm., depth 12 mm.
c Drill-hole in shield next to drapery 2 cm. below arm, diam. 21/2mm., depth
4 mm.
d Drill-hole* next to back in shield below left shoulder, diam. 6 mm., depth
1?/2cm.
3 Kneeling prisoner.
a Drill-holes fromthe undercuttingdig into the backgroundbackof the head and
behind the lower part of the body. One behind the left hip is deep enough to
have servedsome special purpose,though it need not have. Diam. 1 cm., depth
21/2cm.
b The penis was inset; the stump remains in place.
4 Warriorin chlamys,facing left, binding prisoner.
a A drill-hole* under left hand (betweenthumb and rest of hand)-diam. 7 mm.,
depth ca. 2 cm., horizontalWSW. For fetters?
b Drill-hole* between cloak and right pectoral in front, diam. 7 mm., depth
1?/2cm.
c Drill-hole in left hip just below external oblique. Diam. 7 mm., depth 2 cm.
(This seems to be the one Sauer calls "flach";probablyit was full of deposit).
d Drill-hole between cloak and left shoulder-bladeon back-diam. 3 mm., depth
6 mm.
c is probablyto be explained as the attachmentfor a scabbard(perhaps the hilt of the
sword could have been fastenedto the left arm of the figure for greatersecurity)while b and
d doubtless served to attach the ends of the baldric, imagined as disappearing under the
chlamys.
e Penis was inset, stump in place.
f Drill-holes behind head bite into background (NW and down); these are
clearly from undercutting.
g On the backgroundabovethis figure (21/2-5/2cm. below moulding,aboveback
of figure) are three shallow cups from a 1 cm. drill and below these (6 cm.
below moulding) a 1 cm. drill-hole ca. 3 cm. deep running horizontally W.
Used by Sauer for hand of 5.
5 Nude warrior stridingright.
a A bronze pin 4 mm. square in sectionembeddedin a heavy gob of lead in right
shoulder (P1. 95:b) for attachmentof arm (21/2cm. length of bronze pin preservedstickingout of the lead).
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Drill-holes for attachmentof projectingshield-rimwhich was cut in a separate
piece of marble:all have diam. 6-7 mm. (P1.95:a).
1) 2 cm. deep, 5 cm. to right of preservedlower part of shield rim.
2) Cutting diagonallythrough preservededge of shield 71/2cm. below the remains of the left arm.
3) 1 cm. deep in joint surfaceof frontedge of shield 4 cm. aboveremainsof left
hand.
4)* Filled with some hard substance (lead?) in the joint surface of the shield
abovethe left shoulder.
c Drill-hole* between background and back of figure directly behind neck.
Diam. 7 mm., depth 1 cm.
d Two drill-holes close together,one abovethe other, beside the left hip (cut into
surfaceof shield). Diam. 6-7 mm., the upper 2 cm. deep, the lower 1 cm. deep.
e Drill-hole cutting into shield next to ribs of figure. Diam. 6 mm., depth 1 cm.
The two holes d are doubtlessfor a scabbard,c for the end of the baldric.e may also be
connectedwith the sword, though it seems unnecessary.
SLABII (P1. 90)
6 Athena (Pls. 96:a, 97:a).
a Series of 11 holes (besidesthose visible in frontviews, there are two on the back
of the left shoulder;P1.97) for attachingsnakesof aegis. Diam. 5-6 mm., depth
1 cm. or under. One on side of right breast and one beside left upper arm have
lead still in them. [Dbrig does not give the total numberof holes.]
b Drill-hole in front beside V of neck for Gorgon-head. Diam. 5 mm., depth
11/2cm. (P1.97:a).
c Drill-hole in rockbelow lowest dip of kolposof peplos (P1.96:a). Diam. 5 mm.,
depth 1 cm. As Sauer states, this hole is in line with a channel in the remainsof
the right hand which probablyheld a spear.
d A cluster of 9 (Sauer says 10) drill-holes of ca. 9 mm. diam. running into the
rock 4-8 cm. above the groundline (P1.96:a). All are deep but not of the same
depth (3-5 cm.) and some of them run together. Sauer, following Heberdey,
suggests a bronze snake was attachedhere. [Dorig considersthem a repair, but
they seem ratherto have causedthe split.]
7 Hera.
The right arm below the edge of the sleeve of the chitonwas inset and fastenedwith
lead and stucco (P1. 96). The hollowing of the backgroundto make room for it extends 31/2cm. to the left of the preservedlead, which itself survivesto the left of the
marblestump still embeddedin its hole. The forwardportionof thejoint was sealed
with stucco and the rest apparently filled up with lead poured down a big pourchannel in the back of the arm. The use of stuccoin front suggeststhat some of the
arm was visible below the edge of the chiton-sleeve,and this in connectionwith the
fact that the line where Athena's arm stops against the backgroundlooks more like
b
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a joint-surfacethan break suggeststhat Athena'shelmet should be restoredfarther
to the left than Sauer has placed it. Possibly the helmet, Athena's left hand, and
Hera's right arm and hand were all one piece.
8 Zeus (P1.98).
Two small drill-holes*in left hand (diam. 3 mm.), one actually a half-hole channel
runningverticallyin the surfaceof a raisedbit of marblegraspedby the hand below
the fingers and one running slightly down in toward the W between the fingers
(only its end preserved).I failed to find Sauer's3rd hole, presumablyanothervertical channel coming down from above. On the face of it, there is no necessity that
these holes shouldbe attachmentholes ratherthan modellingholes. In case a staff is
consideredessential, however, it should be pointed out that there are only 3 cm.
between the preservedtop of the hand and the overhangof the wall-crown above,
not room for a scepter-headsuch as Sauer shows.
9 Nude warrior stridingleft.
a Drill-hole in break on right hip, sloping down into flesh. Diam. 6 mm., preserveddepth 28 mm. (used by Sauer for spear).
b Drill-hole between figure and backgroundbehind neck 3 cm. to left of end of
shield-rim. Diam. 5 mm., depth 1 cm.
c In background[actually the inside of the shield] beside left hip and roughly
parallel to it a slot* (horizontal,SW) ca. 1 cm. deep made by two drill-holesof
diam. 6 mm. with the marble between cut out. H. of slot 2 cm. [Dorig does not
mention it, but it shows in his photograph,p. 19, fig. 23].
b and c are doubtlessfor baldricand scabbard,as Sauer has restoredthem. [D6rig also
notes two holes "sousle panache,"p. 19.]
SLABIII (P1. 91)

10 Warrior in chiton, stridingleft, back to viewer.
a Drill-hole on right side just below the blouse of the chiton, going diagonally
into body (SW) and slightly down. Diam. 6 mm., depth 11/2cm.
b A big drill-hole cut into the backgroundca. 3 cm. to left of left side of figure at
about the height of the left hand, direction WNW and down, diam. 18 mm.,
depth 5 cm. Inside this hole is now a loose lump of lead* of almost the diam. of
the hole.
c In the remains of the right hand against the backgroundI do not find the remains of a drill-hole for attributementionedby Sauer. A chiseledoffset on the
left side of the hand may be the sinking that he mentions.
d Left hand-the outline of third and little fingers is not clear to me as it was to
Sauer, but I find nothing that contradictshis reconstructionof the position of
the hand.
21/2cm. abovethe remainsof the hand is a drill-cupof diam. ca. 1 cm., depth only 8 mm.
The drill was pointed NW and slightly down.
The backgroundaroundthis hole and in the whole area abovethe hand is perfectlyflat.
Between the hand and the body this flat surface ends along a slightly down-curvedline
below which is roughnessand a slight rise in surface.The big drill-holeb is below this line.
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11 Nude warrior, stridingleft.
a Drill-hole between left side and shield. Diam. 7 mm., depth 11/2 cm.
b Drill-hole in triangle below end of right clavicle,diam. 5 mm., depth 11/2cm.
c Drill-hole* on back of neck, diam. 5 mm., depth 1 cm.
a seems to be a scabbard-hole,b and c baldric-holes.
d Drill-hole in the side of the right knee near the backnext to the left shoulderof
the dead man 12. Diam. 4 mm., depth 11/2cm.
e Penis, inset, has fallen out.
f In the backgroundabove this figure a shallow scooped oval depression* (3 x
4 cm.).
I do not find the three drill-holes in the shield-rim referredto by Sauer. Perhaps he is
speakingof the undercutting.
12 Dead man.
a Drill-hole in left flank pointing down. Diam. 5 mm., depth 5 mm. in front,
where it is shallowest.
b Drill-hole in body under right pectoral, pointing up. Diam. 5 mm., depth
8 mm.
c Drill-hole in right armpit, pointing only slightly up, diam. 5 mm., depth 1 cm.
These holes could serve for scabbardand baldric [Dorig agrees]. Probablyhe has lost
his sword. Sauer took them rather as wounds.
d Penis, inset, has fallen out.
Holes in backgroundbetween 12 and 13:
An L-shaped cutting (angle pointing N) with upper leg 4 cm. long, lower 31/2cm.,
apparentlymade by drilling holes and chiselling out the remainder.
Above this a deep drill-hole (horizontal, WSW) into the background. Diam.
13 mm., depth 51/2cm. The backgroundaroundthese holes is level.
13 Nude warrior running right.
a Drill-hole in backgroundbehind neck (NW and down), diam. 15 mm., depth
4 cm.
a and the two cuttingsto the left of the figure mentionedabovewere explainedby Sauer
as cuttings for the attachmentof a shield-rim in marble. This seems quite possible. The
surfaceof the backgroundarounda is rough.
b Drill-hole in left arm below elbow. Diam. 3 mm., p. depth 6 mm. (surface
gone).
c Drill-hole* in top of right shoulder behind clavicle-groove.Diam. 3 mm.;
p. depth 3 mm.
b and c probably for scabbardand baldric. They are so used by Sauer, who seems to
attach the other end of the scabbardto the shield-rim. This would make the single small
hole sufficient.
d Shallow hole in left hand as describedby Sauer. Looks like the end of a big
drill-hole.
14 Nude warrior stridingright, facing.
a Drill-hole between left hip and shield, diam. 4 mm., depth 7-8 mm.
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Sauer uses this for a sword in scabbard.The hole is small for this, though perhaps the
acutenessof the angle between figure and backgroundhere would make it safe. An alternative might be to have simply the end of the baldric attached here (scabbardconsidered
invisible) and the sword held in the right hand.
b A tiny hole in backgroundabove left shoulder (9 cm. below moulding and
18 cm. left of joint). Diam. 2 mm., depth 5 mm.
c A square cutting (roughly 3 x 4 cm. as preserved) goes down into the neck
approximatelyon a line with the centerline of the torso. The hole was made by
4 medium-sizeddrill-holes with the marble between cut out. The hole nearest
the front to the south has remains of lead* in the bottom. Behind this cutting
(betweenit and background)is what looks like a roughjoint-surfaceat a lower
level than the surfaceof shoulderand shield to the right.
Since the backgroundshows remainsof undercuttingbehindthe head, Sauer attributed
this hole to an ancientrepair, ratherthan to original intention.
d Penis, inset, has fallen out.
SLAB IV (P1.92)
15 Man with himation, stridingright, facing.
No attachmentholes of any kind in this figure. The sinking with rectangularoutline in the backgroundbelow the stone which this figure is pushing with his left
hand (H. 3 cm., L. 31/2 cm., depth below general background-plane8 mm.) has
bevelled sides, so that it could not have servedfor an attachment.To the right of it
the backgroundalong the lower edge of the stone is cut deeperthan the surrounding
background-planebut not so deep as the rectangularsinking. [Dbrig notes that the
penis was inset, but this does not appear to be so.]
16 Nude fighterin back view with stones (P1.99).
Two drill-holes one above the other in the left side at the level of the lowest rib
(P1.99:b). The upper has diam. 4 mm., depth 9 mm., the lower diam. 6 mm., depth
9 mm. Judging fromtheir size and location,these holes shouldbe for the attachment
of a scabbard.There are noneon the shouldersforthe baldric,but these would not be
necessarysincethe figureis so undercutthat it couldpass all the way around.
17 Nude figure facing, stone behind him.
No small attachment-holes.There is a rectangularhole behind the neck (Pls. 99:a,
100), cutting into the mass of the stone but not deeperthan the general level of the
backgroundsurface (H. 4 cm., W. 3 cm., D. 3 cm.). The whole diameterof the neck
seems preservedin front of this. To the left of this cutting the remains of the right
hand are clearly visible, though Sauer apparently did not see them. The thumb
rested against the back of the shoulder,the fingersagainst the back below the neck.
This gesture makes it clear that the figure is being struck in the back by the stone
and that the pain evidentin the torso is the result of this.
18 Dead man.
No attachment-holesfor metal in this figure. A great deal of heavy undercutting
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was required to separate him from the rocks and his neighbors. The drilling between the head and right shoulderis especiallydeep.
A small shallow hole (ca. 4 mm. diam.) betweenleft thigh and calf is probablyjust a
bit of preliminarycutting that went too far
The penis, inset, has fallen out.
19 Nude fighterhurling stonesto left.
Again no holes for attachments.The neck is undercutfrom both sides with drillholes that almost meet.
SLABV (P1. 93)

20 Nude warrior stridingright.
a Two drill-holes, diam. 1 cm., depth 11/2cm., in mouldingabove head.
b A hole* between shield rim and back of right shoulder, diam. 5 mm., depth
5 mm.
21 Warriorin chiton, stridingright.
No attachmentholes.
22 Seated God.
No positive attachment-holes.Four holes in drapery below left thigh must have
been simply the ends of folds.
a The holes in the rock below the right foot look too shallow for metal (given
their large diameter) but could conceivablyhave had marble glued into them.
The two lower holes have diam. 1 cm., depth 6-7 mm. The two above, made
with the same sized drill, are shallower and run together.They may have been
intendedjust for a dent in the rock. [Dorig suggests a spearpoint of 21 was
fastenedhere.]
b Half of a small straightdrill-hole, 2 mm. diam., 12 mm. long, in the triangle of
drapery below the left hip may or may not belong to the modelling of the
drapery.
It is hard to see any real signs that the right forearm crossed the drapery of the lap.
Though some of the edges of the folds are battered,their executionappears continuous.
23 Seated Goddess.
No attachment-holesand no reconstructionproblemsexcept for the position of the
left hand, which Sauer is probably right in placing on the left arm of the god in
front.The roughnessof the backgroundin the trianglebetweenthe draperyof these
two figuresdoubtlessimplies that this area was difficultto reach. [Dorig mentionsa
small hole in the break at the back of the head. This is probablya modelinghole.]
24 Seated God.
Two holes in draperyunder left hip (diam. 5 mm., depth ca. 1 cm. as preserved)are
so located that they could be either attachment-holesor ends of drapery furrows.
Sauer used them for an attribute. Their direction, WNW, is correctly given in
Sauer'soriginal notes, not in his afterthoughts.
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A small rough area in the backgroundcenteredhorizontally at the height of the
collarbonesand verticallyabovethe inner angle of the elbow doubtlessresults from
the positionof the right hand.
SLABVI (P1. 94)

25 Nude warrior stridingleft.
a Drill-hole in moulding above remains of helmet. Diam. 6 mm., depth 2 cm.,
directionWNW and slightly down.
The backgroundto the left of this figure shows a very faint ridge following the direction
of the right arm diagonallydown and a slight depressionleft of this ridge at its lower end (at
height of hip).
26 Warrior in chiton, standingfacing.
a A cuttinginto the backgroundnext to the properleft side of the figurebelow the
waistline, parallel to line of hip, H. 21/2cm., depth 11/2cm. (SW), made of 4
drill-holes of 6 mm. diam. in a row. This should be for a scabbardand swordhilt, though there is no hole in the right shoulder for the attachmentof the
baldric.
27 Warrior in chlamys, facing.
a Two holes, one abovethe other and not quitejoining, besidethe left hip cut into
the surface of the chlamys. Diam. 7 mm., depth of upper 17 mm., depth of
lower 2 cm.
b Hole at joining of chlamysat right side of throat. Diam. 5 mm., depth 1 cm.
a would servefor fasteningthe sword-hiltprojectingfrom its scabbard.b would do both
for the pin of the chlamysat the throat and for anchoringthe end of the baldricimaginedas
passing under it.
c The stump of penis observedin place by Sauer is now lost.
28 Man in chlamys, standingright.
No attachmentholes in the figure itself. Sauer'sdescriptionand sectionof the traces
on the moulding are misleading. The drill-hole is only the cupped end of one
(5 mm. diam.) and all the surface below it seems original rather than broken.The
hole might better come from the undercuttingof whateverobjectjoined the moulding here than from attachment.
29 Man in chiton, bending left.
a A cutting in the top of the head of which only the bottom remains. Roughly
parallel to background, 1.7 cm. long, 6 mm. wide; would have been at least
11/2 cm. deep originally. Probably made by two 6 mm. drill-holes. Used by
Sauer for spike of helmet.
b Drill-hole in background(horizontal, west) just above and in front of right
knee. Diam. 6 mm., depth 13 mm. Sauer seems not to have used this for anything.
c Drill-hole just below the belt on the left side. Diam. 3 mm., depth 9 mm.
d Rectangularcutting in left thigh 44 mm. deep, 3 cm. long, 2 cm. wide, carefully
squaredout, though trace of drill-hole remains in upper left corner.The loose,
rotten remnantof a marbletenon observedby Sauer is no longer there.
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d used by Sauer for quiver, e presumablyfor strap, though there is no corresponding
hole between shoulderand background.
e Two heavy (1 cm. diam.) drill-holes, one horizontal SW, the other SSW and
slightly dipping, at a slightly higher level, result from the undercuttingbehind
the bump of ground on which the left foot rests and could serve, as Sauer suggests, for anchoringthe end of a bow.
General
Under Slab V there are cracksin the architraveand a gap at the joint which revealsthe
under side of the frieze. There is a relieving surfaceca. 1 mm. or a little more in height. Its
edge is at a maximum of 0.022 m. back from the presentedge of the sculpture,which is here
chipped all along, so that the original width must have been a little more. The restingsurfaceof the slab is diressedwith the claw-chisel, while the relieving surface is smooth.At
the point where this was observedthe groundunder the figures extends rather far forward.
The relieving margin undoubtedlywaved back and forth following the groundline,though
no such waving appears in the short stretchobservablehere.
At the right end of Slab VI, the ground of the figures stops dead in a straight surface
0.0 14 m. to the left of the cornerjoint. The gap is filled with a piece of Pentelic (ancient?)
not cut to conformto the slope of the sculpturedground.It is preservedto a height of 41/2cm.
and to a distanceof 5 cm. from the background.
At the S end of the frieze the rock-groundbegins flush with the joint.
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Slab I: Figures 1-5
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Slab IV: Figures 15-19
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Slab VI: Figures 25-29
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a. Slab I: Figure 5
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b. SlablI Figure 5 (detail)
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a.SlabI,Figures 7and 8b.
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a. Slab IV: Figures 16,17, and 18

b. Slab IV: Figure 16 (detail)
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a. Slab IV: Figure 17 (detail)
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b. Agora Excavation Notebook, Section KK, p. 2276
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